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ABSTRACT

The relative grain size of alpha plutonium, beta plutonium formed from the alpha phase ($\beta_\alpha$), beta plutonium formed from the gamma phase ($\beta_\gamma$), and gamma plutonium was determined using an elevated-temperature X-ray metallographic technique. Fine-grained alpha that was transformed $\alpha + \beta + \gamma + \beta + \alpha$ at 3 °C/min gave fine-grained $\beta_\alpha$, coarse-grained gamma, and coarse-grained $\beta_\gamma$. The alpha formed from the coarse-grained $\beta_\gamma$ and the subsequent $\beta_\alpha$ were both coarsened by the gamma phase heat treatment. Conversely, $\alpha + \beta$ transformation cycling refined the grain size of the alpha and the $\beta_\alpha$. A specimen of coarse-grained alpha (300 to 500 μ average grain diameter) was slowly transformed $\alpha + \beta$ at 5 °C/hr to maximize the $\beta_\alpha$ grain size and then rapidly transformed $\beta + \gamma + \beta$ at 20 °C/min to minimize the $\beta_\gamma$ grain size. The resultant $\beta_\alpha$ was again much finer grained than the $\beta_\gamma$, confirming the existence of a characteristic difference in the average grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$. 
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INTRODUCTION

An elevated-temperature X-ray metallographic technique was used to determine the relative grain size of beta plutonium formed from the lower temperature alpha phase, and beta plutonium formed from the higher temperature gamma phase. Beta formed from alpha is termed $\beta_\alpha$ and beta formed from gamma is termed $\beta_\gamma$. The $\alpha \leftrightarrow \beta$ transition occurs at about 115 °C and the $\beta \leftrightarrow \gamma$ transition occurs at about 190 °C. Alpha plutonium has a monoclinic crystal structure with 16 atoms per unit cell, beta plutonium is body-centered monoclinic with 34 atoms per unit cell, and gamma plutonium is face-centered orthorhombic with 8 atoms per unit cell. (1)

Nelson, Bowman, and Bierlein (2) studied the deformation and phase transformation behavior of high-purity beta plutonium and found marked differences in both the mechanical properties and the $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation behavior of $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$. Beta formed from gamma, for example, was consistently stronger and far less ductile than beta formed from alpha. Similarly, the $\beta_\gamma \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation occurred at a much faster rate than the corresponding $\beta_\alpha \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation at all test temperatures. Dahlgren, (3) in a subsequent study of the plasticity of beta plutonium, found that $\beta_\alpha$ exhibited the superplastic behavior and the high values of the strain-rate-hardening exponent characteristic of a material with a fine-grained microstructure. However, $\beta_\gamma$ exhibited significantly lower values of the strain-rate-hardening exponent, and the type of brittle behavior characteristic of a material with a coarse-grained microstructure.
This gross difference in the plasticity of beta plutonium thus constitutes indirect evidence of a difference in the characteristic grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$.

The $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation behavior of beta plutonium can also be rationalized in terms of a difference in beta grain size. The $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation rate should be greater for coarse-grained beta if the amount of alpha formed per nucleation event is a function of grain size. This type of grain size dependency is observed for the martensitic $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation in dilute U-Cr alloys. Unfortunately, all attempts to verify the apparent difference in the characteristic grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$ using conventional elevated temperature metallographic techniques have been unsuccessful. Because of the disruptive effect of the 9% volume change associated with the $\alpha \nrightarrow \beta$ transformation, it is necessary to polish, etch, and examine specimens at beta phase temperatures. Arrowsmith developed a successful technique for polishing plutonium in the beta phase, and some beta grain structure has been developed by the at-temperature deformation of polished beta surfaces. However, all efforts to electrochemically etch the polished beta have failed because of the extreme chemical reactivity of plutonium at the required temperatures. An elevated-temperature X-ray metallographic approach was used to circumvent these difficulties and provide at least a qualitative comparison of the relative grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE**

At-temperature X-ray diffraction photographs of alpha, beta, and gamma plutonium were obtained using a standard forward-reflection flat-film camera technique. The camera system was designed so that successive diffraction photographs
could be made without changing the position of the specimen or altering any of the test parameters other than specimen temperature. All of the alpha, beta, and gamma patterns for a particular specimen were thus taken from the same location on the specimen to permit a direct comparison of the relative grain size for these phases. Exposures were made using both filtered and unfiltered molybdenum radiation with the diffraction surface inclined at an angle of 11 degrees to the incident X-ray beam. The diffraction specimens were prepared from high-purity, electrorefined plutonium containing less than 300 ppm total impurities. The specimens were electropolished and positioned in a straight-through type vacuum furnace sealed with 0.75 mm Teflon windows. The furnace could be heated or cooled at a maximum rate of 20 °C/min and had a maximum temperature capability of 250 °C. A molecular-sieve cold trap was used with the furnace to eliminate water vapor and retard oxidation of the specimens. Details of specimen preparation and phase transformation conditions will be presented in the next section.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The diffraction photographs for two successive \( \alpha + \beta \rightarrow \gamma + \beta \rightarrow \alpha \) cycles are shown in Figures 1 through 10. The diffuse central reflections common to all of the patterns are from the Teflon vacuum seal and the stainless steel furnace liner. The remainder of the diffraction lines are those of the plutonium. Only relative grain sizes can be estimated from the appearance of the patterns. The assignment of absolute \( \beta \) grain size values would require a set of \( \beta \) grain size standards. However, for conventional materials and experimental conditions the spotty-to-continuous transition in the appearance of a diffraction pattern occurs around the 1 to 10 \( \mu \) grain size range.\(^{7}\)
Tests using alpha plutonium gave an average grain size of 10 to 15 μ for the transition region. It will therefore be assumed that distinctly spotty β patterns represent an average grain size substantially greater than these transition values and that β patterns with smooth, continuous diffraction lines represent an average grain size substantially smaller than the maximum transition values.

The specimen used for the α → β → γ → β → α cycles was cooled γ → β → α at 20 °C/min to give an initially fine-grained alpha structure (Figure 1). Transforming this fine-grained alpha to beta at a heating rate of 3 °C/min gave an equally fine-grained βα structure (Figure 2). The same 3 °C/min heating and cooling rate was used for the subsequent transformation cycles. The gamma formed from the fine-grained βα was coarse grained as shown in Figure 3. The diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4 was made during the γ → βγ transformation. The gamma lines are still present and additional spots corresponding to the beta phase have appeared. The pattern obtained at the conclusion of the γ → βγ transformation (Figure 5) shows that the βγ formed from the coarse-grained gamma is also coarse-grained. Similarly, the alpha formed from the coarse-grained βγ (Figure 6) has a coarser grain size than the initial alpha. Both the alpha and the beta structures were therefore coarsened by the gamma phase heat treatment.

The results for the second α → β → γ → β cycle are given in Figures 7 through 10. The α → βα transformation pattern (Figure 7) and the final βα pattern (Figure 8) show that the βα formed from the coarser-grained alpha is generally fine grained but also contains some discrete, larger grains comparable in size to those of the prior βγ. The gamma pattern (Figure 9) is similar to that for the first gamma cycle.
(Figure 3). While the $\beta_\gamma$ for the second cycle (Figure 10) has a slightly finer grain size than the initial $\beta_\gamma$ (Figure 5) it is still definitely coarse grained.

These X-ray results show that the grain size of $\beta_\gamma$ is larger than the grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ for the particular $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ and $\gamma \rightarrow \beta$ transformation conditions employed in the study. A third $\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow \beta$ cycling test was therefore conducted using a special specimen with large alpha grains (300 to 500 $\mu$m) to determine if, by altering the transformation conditions, $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$ with a comparable grain size could be produced. The specimen* was prepared by cooling electrorefined plutonium $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ at 0.25 °C/hr while under a compressive stress of 50,000 psi. The specimen was then slowly transformed $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ at 5 °C/hr to maximize the $\beta_\alpha$ grain size. Figures 11 and 12 show that appreciable grain refinement occurred to give $\beta_\alpha$ with an average grain size still substantially finer than the $\beta_\gamma$ of Figures 5 and 10. The specimen was then rapidly transformed $\beta \rightarrow \gamma \rightarrow \beta$ at a heating and cooling rate of 20 °C/min to minimize the $\beta_\gamma$ grain size. The photograph of the resulting $\beta_\gamma$ pattern was not suitable for publication but the pattern represented an average grain size only slightly finer than that shown in Figure 10. Although both $\beta_\alpha$ and $\beta_\gamma$ show some variation in grain size with either transformation conditions or the grain size of the parent phase, these results clearly demonstrate that the grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ is characteristically finer than the grain size of $\beta_\gamma$.

An $\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta$ cycling test was also conducted to determine if the grain size of $\beta_\alpha$ is reduced by successive $\alpha \nRightarrow \beta$ transformations. A decrease in the grain size of alpha with $\alpha \nRightarrow \beta$ cycling has been observed metallographically. (8) This

* Furnished by M. D. Merz, Metallurgy Development Department
refinement of the alpha grain size should result in a corresponding decrease in the grain size of the $\beta_\alpha$. Grain refinement of the $\beta_\alpha$ would be consistent with the larger value of the strain-rate-hardening exponent noted by Dahlgren\textsuperscript{(3)} for beta plutonium that had been $\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta$ cycled. Grain refinement of the $\beta_\alpha$ would also explain the progressive increase in the incubation time for the $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ transformation reported by Allen and Nelson\textsuperscript{(9)} for specimens cycled $\alpha \neq \beta$ after an initial gamma phase heat treatment. Figures 13 through 16 show the diffraction patterns for the $\alpha \rightarrow \beta \rightarrow \alpha \rightarrow \beta$ cycling test. The initial alpha was formed by cooling the specimen from the beta phase at $1 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{hr}$. The specimen was heated $\alpha \rightarrow \beta$ at $0.3 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$ and cooled $\beta \rightarrow \alpha$ at $1 \, ^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$. A comparison of the relative grain size of the alpha (Figure 13 and 15) and of the $\beta_\alpha$ (Figure 14 and 16) shows that appreciable grain refinement occurred for both the $\beta_\alpha$ and the alpha as a result of the $\alpha \neq \beta$ transformation cycling.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Beta plutonium formed from coarse-grained gamma plutonium has a characteristically larger average grain size than beta plutonium formed from either coarse-grained or fine-grained alpha plutonium.

2. The average grain size of alpha and $\beta_\alpha$ plutonium is increased by prior gamma phase heat treatment and is reduced by subsequent $\alpha \neq \beta$ transformation cycling.
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FIGURE 1. $\alpha$ -- 25 °C

FIGURE 2. $\beta_\alpha$ -- 140 °C

FIGURE 3. $\gamma$ -- 230 °C

FIGURE 4. Mixture of $\gamma$ and $\beta_\gamma$
FIGURE 5. $\beta_\gamma$ -- 120 °C

FIGURE 6. $\alpha$ -- 25 °C

FIGURE 7. Mixture of $\alpha$ and $\beta_\alpha$

FIGURE 8. $\beta_\alpha$ -- 180 °C
FIGURE 9. $\gamma$ -- 220 °C

FIGURE 10. $\beta_{\gamma}$ -- 110 °C

FIGURE 11. $\alpha$ -- 95 °C

FIGURE 12. $\beta_{\alpha}$ -- 128 °C
FIGURE 13. $\alpha$ -- 25 °C

FIGURE 14. $\beta_\alpha$ -- 155 °C

FIGURE 15. $\alpha$ -- 25 °C

FIGURE 16. $\beta_\alpha$ -- 160 °C
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